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focus on the four to eight states that have successfully emerging solar markets and where installers are facing
roadblocks.
There is recent precedent for federal government to lead reform of local renewable energy permitting. In
November, 2010, Department of Interior launched the “Smart from the Start” initiative to streamline offshore wind
permitting by coordinating with “local, state, and federal partners.”12 Federal involvement will strengthen industry
efforts to address permitting, such as SolarTech’s 2009 permitting challenge and countless other local efforts.13
Success will provide a positive feedback loop for the solar industry that will create even more value than today’s
cost of permitting and inspection. German residential solar costs $3.50 per watt because the residential market

to reach grid parity sooner.
Standardizing local permitting will transform residential solar:
Bring the cost of solar to grid parity by 2013 for 50% of American homes14
Close Germany’s 40% cost advantage
Deliver the equivalent of a new $1 billion solar subsidy
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This effort, as much as any subsidy, will translate into increasing solar investment by the solar industry, in addition
to increased local economic activity.

LOCAL PERMITTING COSTS $2,516 PER INSTALLATION
This report provides the most accurate estimates of permitting and inspection costs available. The cost averages
$2,516 for each residential installation, or $0.50 per watt.16 Local permitting and inspection processes are the
“bane” of the solar industry, and costs are falling at a “glacial” pace.17 Certain installers experience this cost rising,

The primary costs in the permitting process are listed below (see Appendix B for detailed discussion):
Complete permit application: $505.
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require review by an expensive professional engineer even if similar plans have been approved before.

Submit permit application in person: $149. Jurisdictions usually require installers to drop off the application.
This wastes time and gasoline—one installer reported driving three hours to drop off a permit, only to have the
Solution: allow email submission of permit application (longer term: provide national online application tool).
Pay permit fee: $431.
should be $250 or less, as estimated by organizations like Vote Solar.18
Solution: reduce permit fees to $250 or cost of issuance.
Variation in building requirements: $726. Jurisdictions often have requirements beyond what state or national

Field inspection: $236. Typically inspectors provide a 4-8 hour arrival window, forcing a costly employee to wait
require “in process” inspections during an installation, going beyond what is necessary to ensure code compliance,
wasting the time of construction crews and extending installation time.
Solution: reduce inspection appointment arrival windows to two hours or less; eliminate “in- process” inspections.
Delay: 3.5 weeks. Installers report that local permitting causes an average delay of 3.5 weeks to build. The most
and referrals to friends and family, driving up cost.
three business days.
Sales and marketing cost: $845. The cost, delay, and increased cancellation rate lower close rates, increasing
acquisition cost. Customers usually assume the installer is at fault for delays, harming satisfaction. One east coast
installer said: “this problem ripples through the entire customer process.”
Solution: all of the above.
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only. Additional hidden costs include management opportunity cost, poor customer experience from delays,
constraints to planning and pursuing innovative cost reduction measures, and the inability for installers to realize
with processes to handle permitting, and operations managers struggle to plan installations when permits may
or may not arrive when expected.

STREAMLINED PERMITTING WILL BENEFIT JURISDICTIONS
by creating their own codes and requirements. They are short on budget, under-staffed, and over-extended, and
with not only resource issues, but cumbersome, often antiquated permitting procedures.”19

inexperience
with PV has led many to implement unnecessarily complex and inconsistent permitting procedures. In these
cases, barriers of time and expense brought about by requiring multiple departments to review the same application
20

Adopting Solar ABCs standards will improve the quality of permit applications, reducing re-submission and failed
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size, penalizing smaller homes. Ultimately, the current requirements and processes harm local communities by
making solar power less affordable and slowing adoption.

streamlining their processes. For example, San Jose does not require plan review for systems that meet basic criteria,
has simple guidelines, and generally has a fast process. 22
below other large cities in California, with several leading installers consistently able to price below $6 per watt.23
As another example, Philadelphia uses worksheets from the Solar ABCs standards to provide a combination

This past summer, the city held a training session for electrical inspectors and is ensuring solar friendly language
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